LEWIS COLLEGE (UG-LCHS)

LCHS 100
Introduction to the Professions
This course is designed for students who are majors in the
Departments of Psychology, Humanities, or Social Sciences.
undecided about their major, or who are undecided about their
major. Students will learn about professions in the context of
different industries related to majors in those Departments,
including entry points for each industry and the career opportunities
associated with different sectors. Students will be provided
assessments of their abilities and interests to inform their thinking
about career paths that represent a best fit.
Lecture: 2 Lab: 0 Credits: 2
Satisfies: Communications (C)

LCHS 285
Special Topics
Investigate a topic of current interest at an introductory level. Topic
will be announced by instructor at scheduling time. Course may be
taken multiple times.
Lecture: 3 Lab: 0 Credits: 3

LCHS 286
Special Topics in the Human Sciences
This course investigates a topic in the human sciences.
Lecture: 3 Lab: 0 Credits: 3
Satisfies: Communications (C), Social Sciences (S)

LCHS 360
Building Success: Career and Life Design in the 21st Century
Building Success: Career and Life Design in the 21st Century equips
Illinois Tech students with the career and life tools to help them
chart their future. The course will help students uncover insights
into their strengths and values and provide them career resources
and strategies to help them confidently answer the question "tell me
about yourself." The curriculum is designed to help any student/any
major with the career and life design process.
Lecture: 0 Lab: 0 Credits: 0

LCHS 397
Roosevelt Placeholder
Placeholder for courses taught at Roosevelt University.
Lecture: 3 Lab: 0 Credits: 3